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Paragraph 14.  "Calls on the Member States to incorporate the teaching of media
literacy into the educational system as a whole, starting from pre-school, in order
to enable consumers to use the media in a manner geared to the values of
society and to develop a sense of judgment in these matters; (media education
should particularly be included in the school curriculum, so that minors can
themselves learn awareness in dealing with media products);"

The paragraph above expresses a hope that countries will do something about
media awareness.
There is no way to measure the progress, if any, of individual countries as they
move to implement this to agreed objective. There is no clear focus.

I wish to propose that Paragraph 14 be amended to include a Call on Member
States to observe an annual  European Media Awareness Day on which No
Violent Death is Shown for Entertainment Purposes on TV throughout the
Community.
A suggested date is 1st September, German Peace Day and also the
anniversary of the beginning the World War 2.

This proposal is based on Petition 503/2002 which was passed to The
Committee on Culture, Youth, Education the Media and Sport following
consideration by the Committee on Petitions. A copy is attached.  Also attached
is a release issued by The Working Group of Christian Churches in Saxony
which amplifies the idea.



Dresden, 18-06-03
Ladies and Gentlemen,

within the ecumenical decade to overcome violence 2001 to 2010 the assembly of Christian
churches in Saxony (ACK Sachsen) makes a plea for ”one day without violence in the mass
media”.
We ask you for your support for this concern.

C A L L :  O N E  D A Y  W I T H O U T  V I O L E N C E  I N  M A S S
M E D I A

In Europe or Northern America a 10-years-old child has seen about 7000 violent deaths watching
television. Most of them are watched for entertainment. Because of the frequent images of
violence or killing a critical analysis of the seen, heart and read cannot take place. Violence is -
unfortunately - a part of our reality and therefore part of the mass media and their mandate to
show reality.

Would it not be good to counter reality with a vision, at least once in a year?
One day without violence - as a symbol like a Sunday without driving.

The assembly of Christian Churches in Saxony invokes the mass media to abstain from
showing violence and violent killing at 1st of September, the German Day of Peace.
Also we ask the editorial news offices for special care in selecting pictures.

We also propose to arrange discussions  in kindergartens, schools, youth-clubs about the
representation of violence in the media, in computer games, in videos.

Koordinierungsgruppe Ökumenische Dekade: Gewalt überwinden

To everybody who might be interested in

Ökumenische Dekade
zur Überwindung von Gewalt 2001-2010 -
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Elisabeth Naendorf
Ökumenisches InformationsZentrum e.V.
Kreuzstraße 7, 01067 Dresden

Tel.: 0351/49 23- 368
Fax: 0351/49 23- 360
eMail: oekumene@infozentrum-dresden.de

Arbeitsgemeinschaft
Christlicher Kirchen
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We ask the news papers and the electronic media for special broadcasting with information and
help to support children, parents and teachers in their discussions.

And we would be glad to have more articles about human dignity and the value of the life of each
human being, about successful actions to diminish or overcome violence.

For the managing committee of the ACK Sachsen

Elisabeth Naendorf Josef Tammer
coordinator manager ACK Sachsen

ACK Sachsen - Ökumenische Dekade zur Überwindung von Gewalt 2001-2010

some german-speaking links:

• ”violence in the mass media” - diskussion and research:
www.friedenspaedagogik.de/themen/medien
 and: www.wien.gv.at/ssr/abt5/verz3

• Activities in Saxony within the ecumenical decade to overcome violence 2001 - 2010
please find in: www.sn.schule.de/friedenskultur



(Registered by European Parliament as Petition No 503/2002).

How many times have you personally seen somebody die a violent death?

If you are an average middle-aged adult you will have seen in excess of 15,000
violent deaths.

If you are an 11-year-old child, starting second level education, then you will
have seen more than 7,000 violent deaths.

Where did you see all these deaths?  If you are among the lucky ones then you
will have seen them all on television.

But, you may say, many of these deaths are not real they are fiction.
This is true; the majority of violent deaths on TV are fiction - we watch a lot of
violent death for entertainment as part our 21st Century civilisation.

There is a large body of research on the effects that Television violence has on
children.
In general the Television Industry has been responsive to this and seeks to be
responsible by showing suitable material at times when children are watching.

But what about us well-adjusted adults - are we immune to the influence of
seeing so many violent deaths?

We can only form a balanced view when we are aware of the influences.

Every time we see a fictional violent death we pick up the subconscious message
that “ life is cheap”
Every time the hero shoots all the bad guys, or blows up their car in the chase
scene. The message is repeated - life is cheap.
Every time the grenade is thrown into the bunker or the helicopter is shot down  -
life is cheap

Young males are the victims of the majority of the violent deaths on television. It
can be said that the subliminal message is not so much  “Life is cheap” but rather
“Young male life is cheap”

Is it possible that young males repeatedly exposed to this message become
conditioned to think that young male life may indeed be cheap?

Is it then a coincidence that suicide, road deaths and violent crime are all most
common amongst that group who are constantly exposed to the subliminal
message that Young male life is cheap?



The balancing messages are very weak.  Where do you see the message that all
human life is valuable?

A petition has been sent to the European Parliament to Promote a N0 VIOLENT
DEATH ON TELEVISION DAY once each year.
The objective is to begin a process of education, the creation of awareness of the
high level of violent death that we regard to be acceptable.

“That The European Union promotes a single day each year when no
violent death is shown for entertainment purposes on television
throughout the community.”

It is suggested that the 1st September would be a suitable date.
(Anniversary of start of World War 2)


